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(54) Relay of application events as instant messages

(57) Embodiments of the present invention provide
a system, method, apparatus, means, and computer
program code that facilitate or allow use of instant mes-
sages as notifications. In some embodiments, a notifi-
cation is created by an application (152) to be sent or
included in an instant message sent to a user. In other
embodiments, middleware or other software (154) may
intercept or detect a notification (e.g., dialogue boxes,
pop-up windows) generated or initiated by an applica-
tion (152) and create and send an instant message to a
user based on the notification
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and
apparatus for using instant messaging to provide infor-
mation regarding a notification initiated by an applica-
tion.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Instant messaging is becoming a popular com-
munications medium, both for personal and profession-
al purposes. In a typical instant messaging system, a
user may communicate with another user when both us-
ers are online and have a connection to an instant mes-
saging server. A user can create a special list or people,
known as a "buddy list" so that the user is informed when
his or her "buddies" are online. Client software operating
on the user's device (e.g., computer, personal digital as-
sistant) creates a connection with the instant message
server when the user logs on to the Internet or otherwise
goes online. When the connection is established, the cli-
ent software may send the list of designated buddies to
the instant message server. The server then checks to
see if any of the buddies are also online and periodically
may recheck the list. When any of the user's buddies
are online, the instant message server will inform the
user's client software that the buddy is online and there-
fore is capable of sending and receiving instant mes-
sages. In addition, the buddy may be informed of the
user's online presence. In this way, users can go online
and know which of their designated buddies also are on-
line at the same time and communicate with them using
instant messages. Many applications have a need to no-
tify a user of an event. For example, an application may
use a pop-up window or dialogue box provided on a
screen or display to alert a user to an upcoming appoint-
ment, inform a user of an arrival of a voice mail mes-
sage, or remind a user to pay a bill. Unfortunately, if the
user is not currently located at the device where the pop-
up window or dialogue box is displayed, the user may
not be notified.
It would be advantageous to provide methods and ap-
paratus that overcame the drawbacks of the prior art. In
particular, it would be desirable to provide a system,
method, apparatus, means, and computer program
code that allowed a user to be notified of events. In ad-
dition, it would be desirable to provide a system, meth-
od, apparatus, means, and computer program code that
allowed a user to receive a notification generated by an
application via an instant message.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a system, method, apparatus, means, and computer
program code that facilitate or allow use of instant mes-

sages to provide notifications. In some embodiments, a
notification created by an application to be sent or in-
cluded in an instant message sent to a user. For exam-
ple, in some embodiments the application may register
as an instant messaging entity and send instant mes-
sages directly to the user. In other embodiments, mid-
dleware or other software may intercept or detect a no-
tification (e.g., dialogue boxes, pop-up windows) gener-
ated by an application and create and send an instant
message to a user based on the notification.
[0004] Additional advantages and novel features of
the invention shall be set forth in part in the description
that follows, and in part will become apparent to those
skilled in the art upon examination of the following or
may be learned by the practice of the invention.
[0005] According to some embodiments of the
present invention, a method for providing a notification
may include determining a notification associated with
an application; and providing an instant message indic-
ative of the notification. In some other embodiments, a
method for providing a notification may include register-
ing with an instant message system; determining a no-
tification associated with an application; determining an
intended recipient of the notification; and providing an
instant message to the intended recipient, wherein the
instant message is indicative of the notification. The in-
tended recipient may be a person, a device, an applica-
tion, or some other entity.
According to some embodiments of the present inven-
tion, a system for providing a notification may include a
memory; a communication port; and a processor con-
nected to the memory and the communication port, the
processor being operative to determine a notification as-
sociated with the application; and provide an instant
message indicative of the notification.
In some further embodiments, a system for providing a
notification may include a memory; a communication
port; and a processor connected to the memory and the
communication port, the processor being operative to
register with an instant message system; determining a
notification associated with an application; determine an
intended recipient of the notification; and provide an in-
stant message to the intended recipient, wherein the in-
stant message is indicative of the notification.
According to some embodiments of the present inven-
tion, a computer program product in a computer reada-
ble medium for providing a notification may include first
instructions for identifying a notification associated with
an application; and second instructions for sending an
instant message indicative of the notification. In some
further embodiments, a computer program product in a
computer readable medium for providing a notification
may include first instructions for facilitating registration
with an instant message system; second instructions for
identifying a notification associated with an application;
third instructions for identifying an intended recipient of
the notification; and fourth instructions for send an in-
stant message to the intended recipient, wherein the in-
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stant message is indicative of the notification.
According to some embodiments of the present inven-
tion, an apparatus for providing a notification may in-
clude means for associating with an instant message
system; means for identifying a notification associated
with an application; and means for sending an instant
message indicative of the notification. In some further
embodiments, an apparatus for providing a notification
may include means for facilitating registration with an
instant message system; means for identifying a notifi-
cation associated with an application; means for identi-
fying an intended recipient of the notification; and means
for send an instant message to the intended recipient,
wherein the instant message is indicative of the notifi-
cation.
[0006] With these and other advantages and features
of the invention that will become hereinafter apparent,
the nature of the invention may be more clearly under-
stood by reference to the following detailed description
of the invention, the appended claims and to the several
drawings attached herein.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The accompanying drawings, which are incor-
porated in and form a part of the specification, illustrate
the preferred embodiments of the present invention, and
together with the descriptions serve to explain the prin-
ciples of the invention.

Figure 1 is a block diagram of system components
for some embodiments of an apparatus in accord-
ance with the present invention;
Figure 2 is another block diagram of system com-
ponents for some embodiments of an apparatus in
accordance with the present invention;
Figure 3 is a further block diagram of system com-
ponents for some embodiments of an apparatus in
accordance with the present invention;
Figure 4 is yet another block diagram of system
components for some embodiments of an appara-
tus in accordance with the present invention;
Figure 5 is another block diagram of system com-
ponents for some embodiments of an apparatus in
accordance with the present invention;
Figure 6 is another block diagram of system com-
ponents for some embodiments of an apparatus in
accordance with the present invention;
Figure 7 is a flowchart illustrating a first embodiment
of a method in accordance with the present inven-
tion;
Figure 8 is a flowchart illustrating a second embod-
iment of a method in accordance with the present
invention; and
Figure 9 is a representative block diagram for com-
ponents that may be used in the computer system
of Figures 3-5.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] The applicant has recognized that there is a
need for systems, means, computer program code and
methods that facilitate or allow use of instant messages
as notifications. In addition, applicant has recognized
that there is a need to enable a notification created by
an application to be sent or included in or as part of an
instant message sent to a user. For example, in some
embodiments the application may register as an instant
messaging entity and send instant messages directly to
the user. Allowing an application to register with an in-
stant messaging system as an instant messaging entity
enables the application to send notifications to a user
even if the user is not located at the device on which the
application is operating. Moreover, the user may still re-
ceive the instant message if the user changes devices,
since the user's online presence may still be detected
or monitored by an instant messaging system. In addi-
tion, the application does not need to know where the
user is located in order to send the instant message.
In other embodiments, middleware or other software
may intercept or detect a notification (e.g., dialogue box-
es, pop-up windows) generated by an application and
create and send an instant message to a user based on
the notification. Thus, the user may be notified via in-
stant message of the notification generated by the ap-
plication and/or the contents of the notification, even if
the user is not located at the device on which the appli-
cation is operating. In addition, user of middleware of
other software allows instant messages to be sent to the
user without modification to the application or its oper-
ation. The middleware or other software may register as
an instant message entity with an instant messaging
system. In some embodiments, the application and the
middleware may be operating on the same device. In
other embodiments, the middleware and the application
may be operating on different devices. The term "mid-
dleware" is used herein for purposes of convenience of
explanation and no specific limitations are intended or
implied by the use of the term "middleware".
These and other features will be discussed in further de-
tail below, by describing a system, individual devices,
and processes according to embodiments of the inven-
tion.

System

[0009] Now referring to Figure 1, an apparatus or sys-
tem 100 usable with the methods disclosed herein is il-
lustrated. The apparatus 100 may include one or more
user or client devices 102, 104, 106, 108 that may com-
municate directly or indirectly with one or more servers,
controllers or other devices 110, 112 via a computer, da-
ta, or other communications network 114.
The user or client devices 102, 104, 106, 108 preferably
allow people or applications to interact with an instant
message system and server (e.g., the server 110) and
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the remainder of the apparatus 100 and to send and re-
ceive instant messages. The user devices 102, 104,
106, 108 may have the appropriate or necessary hard-
ware and/or software (e.g., client side instant message
software) to send and/or receive instant messages via
the instant message system 110, notify the instant mes-
sage system 110 of their online presence, notify the in-
stant message system 110 of their ability or availability
to send and/or receive instant messages, etc. In some
embodiments, a user device also may function as a
server, and vice versa.
The user devices 102, 104, 106, 108 also may enable
a user to access Web sites, software, databases, etc.
hosted or operated by devices or other resources con-
nected to or forming part of the communications network
114. Possible user or client devices include a personal
computer, portable computer, mobile or fixed user sta-
tion, workstation, network terminal or server, cellular tel-
ephone, kiosk, personal digital assistant, etc. In some
embodiments, information regarding one or more users
and/or one or more user devices may be stored in, or
accessed from, a user information database and/or a
user device information database.
For purposes of discussion, but not limitation, of the
present invention, the server 110 will be assumed to be,
be part of, or include an instant messaging server, serv-
ice or system and thereby capable of detecting or mon-
itoring the online presence of users, user devices, etc.
as part of an instant message system. The server 110
may have the appropriate or necessary hardware and/
or software to send and/or receive instant messages,
monitor or detect the online presence of one or more
users or other instant messaging entities (e.g., applica-
tions) pursuant to the present invention, etc. The server
110 also may provide other services or perform other
functions (e.g., Web site hosting, application or transac-
tion processing). In some embodiments, the server 110,
the server 112 and/or, other servers discussed herein,
can be or include a single device or computer, a net-
worked set or group of devices or computers, a work-
station, a desktop or laptop computer, a user device, etc.
In some embodiments, the server 110 may provide other
types of messaging or communication services (e.g.,
voice mail services, email services, Internet access). In
some embodiments, software applications may be in-
stalled or operating on the server 110 and/or the server
112.
Although four user devices 102, 104, 106, 108 and two
servers 110, 112 are shown in Figure 1, any number of
such devices may be included in the system 100. The
devices shown in Figure 1 need not be in constant com-
munication. For example, a user device may communi-
cate with a server only when such communication is ap-
propriate or necessary. Many different types of imple-
mentations or hardware/software configurations can be
used in the system 100 and its components and with the
methods disclosed herein, and the methods disclosed
herein are not limited to any specific hardware/software

configuration for the system 100 or any of its compo-
nents.
In some embodiments, the communications network
114 might be or include the Internet, the World Wide
Web, or some other public or private computer, cable,
telephone, client/server, peer-to-peer, or communica-
tions network or intranet, etc.
The communications network 114 illustrated in Figure 1
is meant only to be generally representative of cable,
computer, telephone, peer-to-peer or other communica-
tion networks for purposes of elaboration and explana-
tion of the present invention and other devices, net-
works, etc. may be connected to the communications
network 114 without departing from the scope of the
present invention. The communications network 114 al-
so can include other public and/or private wide area net-
works, local area networks, wireless networks, data
communication networks or connections, intranets,
routers, satellite links, microwave links, cellular or tele-
phone networks, radio links, fiber optic transmission
lines, ISDN lines, T1 lines, DSL, etc. In some embodi-
ments, a user device may be connected directly to a
server without departing from the scope of the present
invention. Moreover, as used herein, communications
include those enabled by wired or wireless technology.
Now referring to Figure 2, an apparatus or system 118
usable with the methods disclosed herein is illustrated.
The apparatus 118 may include the client devices 102,
104, 106, 108 and the server 112. In addition, the appa-
ratus 118 may include an instant messaging system,
service or device 120 (which may be or include the de-
vice 110).
The server 112 may include an application 122 that gen-
erates, or is capable of generating, a notification to a
user of the application. The application may be or in-
clude an operating system, firmware, or other software
operating on a device. For example, a financial software
program operating on the server 112 may generate a
notification and display or send the notification to a user
that indicates to the user that a payment is due. As an-
other example, a scheduling software program operat-
ing on the server 112 may generate a notification to alert
a user of a scheduled appointment. While not illustrated
in Figure 2, a user device (e.g., the user device 102,
104, 106 and/or 108) may include an application or have
an application installed or operating on it that is capable
of generating a notification to a user of the application
or user device. The application may be or include an
operating system, firmware, or other software operating
on the user device. Thus, while the discussion that fol-
lows focuses primarily on an application or middleware
operating on a server that may generate an instant mes-
sage, the methods of the present invention also are us-
able with applications and/or middleware operating on
a user device. For example, a financial management ap-
plication operating on the user device 104 may period-
ically query a user's bank or financial accounts to deter-
mine the user's account balance. If the balance is too
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low or below a designated threshold, the application
may provide an alert notification to the user that is dis-
played on or by the user device 108.
In some embodiments the application 122 may register
with the instant message system 120 as an instant mes-
sage entity so that the application 122 may send or oth-
erwise provide a notification to a user via an instant mes-
sage. Thus, the application's online presence may be
detected or monitored by the instant message system
120. In addition, the user's presence may be detected
or monitored by the instant message system 120 via the
user's use of one or more of the user devices 102, 104,
106, 108. Presumably, the user also may be registered
with the instant message system 118. In some embod-
iments, the apparatus 118 may include one or more ad-
ditional servers 124 on which one or more additional in-
stant messaging compliant applications 126 are operat-
ing or installed.
In some embodiments, an application operating on the
sever 112 may generate a notification to a user via a
pop-up window or dialogue box. The notification may be
displayed on or by the server 112 or sent to a user device
(e.g., the user device 106) for display on the user device.
The application may be or include an operating system,
firmware, of other software operating on a device. Mid-
dleware or other software operating on the same server
112 as the application may intercept or detect the noti-
fication and parse, collect or reformat information within
the notification for use in or as part of an instant mes-
sage. Alternatively, middleware or other software oper-
ating on the user device to which the notification was
sent may intercept or detect the notification and parse,
collect or reformat information within the notification for
use in or as part of an instant message. For example,
now referring to Figure 3, a computer system or other
device 150 may have an application 152 installed or op-
erating on it. The device 150 also may include other
hardware (e.g., input device, communication port) and/
or software components (e.g., operating system, other
applications). In some embodiments, the device 150
may operate or function as a user or client device while
in other embodiments the device 150 may operate or
function as server or other device.
During operation of the application 152, the application
152 may generate an alert or other type of notification
that is displayed on a screen or monitor associated with
the computer system 152. For example, the application
may alert or otherwise notify the user of a receipt of an
email message. Middleware 154 operating on the com-
puter system 150 may intercept or detect the alert, parse
or translate the alert, and create an instant message that
is sent to the user via the instant message system 120
if the user's online presence is recognized or detected
by the instant message system 120 and/or if the user is
otherwise able or available to receive an instant mes-
sage. The instant message may include various infor-
mation regarding the email notification or the application
that initiated or generated the email notification. For ex-

ample, the instant message may indicate who sent the
email message, when the email message was received
by the application 152, whether or not the email had any
attachments, etc. depending on what information is de-
termined by the middleware 154. While not indicated in
Figure 3, the middleware 154 may communicate with
the instant message system 120 via the communication
network 114. In addition, the middleware 154 may reg-
ister with the instant message system 120 as an instant
message entity before or after the email message is re-
ceived by the application 152 and/or before or after the
application 152 creates the alert notification.
In some embodiments, the middleware 154 may be able
to support, communicate with, or use instant messaging
services and systems provided by multiple vendors.
Thus, the middleware 154 may be able to determine
which type or brand of instant message service or sys-
tem a user is associated with and communicate with the
user using instant messages accordingly.
While not illustrated in Figure 3, the computer system
150, the instant message system 120 and/or other de-
vices (e.g., the user devices 102, 104, 106, 108; servers
112, 124) may be connected to or in communication with
the communication network 114 and/or able to commu-
nicate with each other via the communication network
114.
While the application 152 and the middleware 154 are
shown as operating on the same device 150, the mid-
dleware 154 also may monitor, detect or check for noti-
fications initiated or sent by other applications operating
on the device 150 and/or applications operating or in-
stalled on other devices. For example, an application (e.
g., the application 122) that generates a notification in-
tercepted or detected by the middleware 154 may reside
or operate on a different device (e.g., the server 112)
than the device 150. The application 122 may send a
communication to the device 150 that prompts or in-
cludes a notification (e.g., a pop-up window, text box) to
be displayed or created on the device 150. The middle-
ware 154 may recognize, intercept or otherwise detect
the notification and parse, collect or reformat informa-
tion within the notification for use in or as part of an in-
stant message sent by the middleware 154 via the in-
stant messaging system 120.
[0010] Now referring to Figure 4, another representa-
tive use of the system described above is illustrated.
More specifically, in some embodiments, an application
may be used to provide a notification to a user via an
instant message of a receipt of a communication trans-
mitted via a differently delivery or communication chan-
nel (e.g., email, telephone). For example, the computer
system 150 may operate the application 152, which is
capable of registering with the instant message system
120 and sending (and possibly receiving) instant mes-
sages. The application 152 may receive an email mes-
sage sent via an email messaging system 160 and use
instant messaging to alert or otherwise notify the desig-
nated recipient of the email message of the receipt of
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the email message. The application 152 may be capable
of identifying the intended recipient of the email mes-
sage and sending an instant message to the designated
recipient regarding the email message. The instant
message may include information contained in or about
the email message (e.g., identity of sender, time email
message was received, attachments). The application
152 may register with the instant messaging system 120
before or after the email message is received. In some
embodiments, the application 152 may be used by a
specific person to manage, send, read, receive and dis-
play email messages.
[0011] As an alternative, upon receipt or detection of
an email message generated by the email system 160,
the application 152 may generate a notification that is
intercepted or otherwise detected by middleware 162
operating on the computer system 150, as illustrated in
Figure 5. The middleware 162 may then create and send
an instant message to the intended recipient of the email
message regarding the email message. The middle-
ware 162 may be capable of identifying the intended re-
cipient of the email message and sending an instant
message to the designated recipient regarding the email
message and the instant message may include informa-
tion contained in or about the email message (e.g., iden-
tity of sender, time email message was received, attach-
ments).
As previously discussed above, the middleware 162
may register as an instant message entity with the in-
stant message system 120, be capable of sending and/
or receiving instant messages, etc.
[0012] While the examples illustrated in Figures 4 and
5 allow a user to be notified via instant message of re-
ceipt of an email communication, the same concept also
can be used to notify a user via instant message of re-
ceipt of other forms or types of communication (e.g., fac-
simile transmission, voice mail message, receipt of an
XML or FTP transmission, receipt of a wire or other fi-
nancial account transfer, etc).
[0013] In some embodiments, the instant message
system 120 may be part of a more complete messaging
or communication processing system, such as illustrat-
ed in a system 168 of Figure 6 where a messaging or
communication system 170 includes the instant mes-
sage system 120 as a component in a more robust com-
munication system that allows notifications created by
one or more applications (e.g., the application 122) to
result in communications to users or user devices. Thus,
instant messages as well as other forms of communica-
tion may be used to contact users. If a user's presence
online and/or ability to receive an instant message is de-
tected or otherwise determined by the system 170 (e.g.,
by operation of the instant message system 120), the
system 170 may use instant messaging or the instant
message system 120 to contact the user. If the user's
online presence is not detected by the system 170, or if
the user is for some reason unable to receive an instant
message, then the system 170 may use another method

of sending a notification to the user (e.g., leave a voice
mail message, transmit an email message).

Process Description

[0014] Reference is now made to Figure 7, where a
flow chart 200 is shown which represents the operation
of a first embodiment of the present invention. The par-
ticular arrangement of elements in the flow chart 200 is
not meant to imply a fixed order to the steps; embodi-
ments of the present invention can be practiced in any
order that is practicable. In some embodiments, the
method 200 may be implemented by an application (e.
g., the application 122), middleware on behalf of one or
more applications (e.g., middleware 154), or some other
hardware and/or software combination or configuration.
[0015] Processing begins at a step 202 during which
an entity registers with an instant message system (e.
g., the instant message system 120). In some embodi-
ments, the entity may be an application (e.g., application
126), middleware (e.g., middleware 154), a device (e.
g., server 124, computer system 150), etc. In some em-
bodiments, the entity may register with the instant mes-
saging system when the entity goes online, becomes
able or available to send and/or receive instant messag-
es, develops or establishes an online presence, etc.
Thus, registration of the entity with the instant message
system may be conducted proactively or initiated by the
entity with the instant message system. In some embod-
iments, the instant message system may detect the on-
line presence or availability the entity, the ability or avail-
ability of the entity to send and/or receive an instant
message, etc. Thus, registration of the entity with the
instant message system may be conducted proactively
or initiated by the instant message system. In some em-
bodiments, registration or an entity during the step 202
may occur only when necessary or desired. In other em-
bodiments, an entity may maintain a constant or contin-
uous registration with an instant message system.
[0016] As one example of the step 202, the applica-
tion 122 may register with the instant message system
120 when the application 122 becomes able or available
to communicate via instant messages via users who al-
so may be registered with the instant message system
120. As another example, the application 122 may reg-
ister with the instant message system 120 when the ap-
plication 122 needs to send an instant message to a us-
er or other application.
One or more of the users may have an online presence
via one or more of the user devices 102, 104, 106, 108.
The user devices 102, 104, 106, 108 may have the ap-
propriate or necessary hardware and/or software (e.g.,
client side instant message software) to send and/or re-
ceive instant messages via the instant message system
120, to notify the instant message system 120 of their
online presence, to notify the instant message system
120 of their ability or availability to send and/or receive
instant messages, etc. Similarly, the application 122
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may have the appropriate or necessary hardware and/
or software to send and/or receive instant messages via
the instant message system 120, to notify the instant
message system 120 of its online presence, to notify the
instant message system 120 of its need, ability or avail-
ability to send and/or receive instant messages, etc.
[0017] As another example, the middleware 154 may
register with the instant message system 120 during or
as part of the step 202 when the middleware 154 be-
comes able or available to communicate via instant
messages to one or more users who also may be reg-
istered with the instant message system 120. The mid-
dleware 154 may have the appropriate or necessary
hardware and/or software to send and/or receive instant
messages via the instant message system 120, to notify
the instant message system 120 of its online presence,
to notify the instant message system 120 of its need,
ability or availability to send and/or receive instant mes-
sages, etc.
[0018] The entity that registers with the instant mes-
sage system during the step 202 may operate on behalf
of a single application, multiple applications, and/or mul-
tiple users. For example, the middleware 154 may reg-
ister with the instant message system 120 and represent
or operate on behalf of only the application 152. The ap-
plication 152 may be operating for use or benefit of a
single user or multiple users. In contrast, the middleware
154 may represent or operate on behalf of other appli-
cations (not shown) in addition to the application 152.
Each of the other applications may be operating for use
or benefit of one or more users.
[0019] In some embodiments, the step 202 may not
be used or may be conducted as part of a later step in
the method 200.
[0020] During a step 204, a notification associated
with an application is determined. For example, an ap-
plication operating on a device may generate or create
a notification (e.g., pop-up text box, pop-up window,
icon, text message, sound signal) that is displayed by
the device. The notification may be intercepted or de-
tected during the step 204. As a more specific example,
a personal scheduling application may generate and
display a text box reminder that a user has a scheduled
conference call in ten minutes. The text box, or a call to
create or display the text box, may be intercepted or de-
tected as part of the step 204. As another example, an
email management application may generate and dis-
play a pop-up window that indicates that a new email
message has been received. The pop-up window or a
function call to create or display the pop-up window may
be intercepted or detected. As another example, an ap-
plication may include or be firmware, micro code, or an
operating system that generates a pop-up window or
text message indicating a problem or error (e.g., improp-
er printer configuration, detection of a hardware inter-
rupt signal, failure of a hard disk drive, memory alloca-
tion problem) regarding a device on which the firmware
or operating system is operating or supporting. In other

embodiments, an application or middleware may inter-
cept or detect a function call created by another appli-
cation and generate an instant message function call to
initiate creating or sending of an instant message. In
some embodiments, the application that creates the no-
tification determined during the step 204 may be the
same application that was registered with the instant
message system during the step 202. In such cases, the
notification might be or include the application setting a
flag, bit or interrupt that causes the application to create
an instant message indicative of the notification. In other
embodiments, the application that creates the notifica-
tion determined during the step 204 may be separate
from the application, middleware, etc. that registered
with the instant message system during the step 202.
For example, the application 152 may generate a noti-
fication that is detected by the middleware 154 during
the step 204. The middleware 154 previously may have
registered with the instant message system 120 during
the step 202.
[0021] In some embodiments, the step 204 may occur
before the step 202. For example, the application 152
may generate a notification that is detected by the mid-
dleware 154 during the step 204. The middleware 154
may then register with the instant message system 120
during the step 202. Thus, in these embodiments, the
middleware 154 does not need to register as an instant
message entity or with an instant message system un-
necessarily or incur the time, expense, overhead, etc.
of creating or maintaining an instant message registra-
tion.
In some embodiments, the notification determined dur-
ing the step 204 may include one or more of the follow-
ing: data indicative of the application that initiated or
generated the notification; data indicative of a time the
notification was initiated, generated or sent; data indic-
ative of at least one allowable response to the notifica-
tion;
[0022] data indicative of an intended recipient of the
notification; data indicative of a time by or time period in
which a response to the notification is due; etc. The in-
tended recipient may be a person, a device, an applica-
tion, or some other entity. In some embodiments, the
step 204 of determining a notification may include one
or more of the following: determining an intended recip-
ient of the notification; identifying an application or other
source or generator of the notification; parsing, refor-
matting or translating information contained in the noti-
fication (e.g., shortening the information contained in the
notification); extracting information from the notification
(e.g., identify of intended recipient, a description of the
subject of the notification, the date/time notification was
generated or sent) ; determining a user associated with
an application or other source or generator of the noti-
fication; determining an allowable response associated
with the notification; intercepting or detecting the notifi-
cation; canceling the notification; determining a party
associated with the notification other than the intended
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recipient of the notification; etc.
[0023] In some embodiments of the method 200, the
entity that registers during the step 202 may need to rec-
ognize the installation or operation of the application that
generates the notification determined during the step
204. For example, the middleware 154 may detect or
recognize installation and/or operation of the application
152 on the device 150. In addition, in some embodi-
ments, the entity that registers during the step 202 may
need to determine if the application that generates the
notification determined during the step 204 approves of
using instant messages to communicate with users re-
garding notifications generated or sent by the applica-
tion. For example, the middleware 154 may query the
application 152 to determine if the application 152 wish-
es to, or approves of, use of instant messages to com-
municate with users regarding notifications sent or gen-
erated by the application 152. Alternatively, the applica-
tion 152 may establish settings that indicate approval to
use such instant messages. The middleware 154 or the
application 152 also may query the users to determine
of the users wish to receive instant messages indicative
of the notifications.
[0024] During a step 206, an instant message is pro-
vided that is indicative of the notification determined dur-
ing the step 204. The notification may be provided by
the entity that registered with the instant message sys-
tem during the step 202. In some embodiments, more
than one instant message may be sent to one or more
parties during the step 206 regarding a single notifica-
tion detected during the step 204. In some embodi-
ments, more than one instant message might be sent or
otherwise provided to an intended recipient of a notifi-
cation regarding the single notification. In some embod-
iments, the intended recipient may be a person, a de-
vice, an application, or some other entity.
[0025] In some embodiments, the instant message
sent or initiated during the step 206 may include one or
more of the following: data indicative of the application
that initiated or generated the notification; data indica-
tive of a time the notification was initiated, generated or
sent; data indicative of at least one allowable response
to the notification;
data indicative of an intended recipient of the notifica-
tion; data indicative of a time by or time period in which
a response to the notification is due; etc.
In some embodiments, the instant message may be pro-
vided to the intended recipient of the notification deter-
mined during the step 204. For example, a security ap-
plication (e.g., the application 152) may create an auto-
mated voice mail message or alert to a user at a tele-
phone number provided by the user to the application.
The voice mail message serves as the notification. The
middleware 154 may detect the notification and create
an instant message sent to the user that is indicative of
the voice mail message. The voice mail alert may be
provided to the user device 108. However, the user may
be currently using the user device 106 as indicated by

the online presence of the user via the user device 106
known to the instant message system 120. Thus, the
instant message sent by the middleware 154 can reach
the user at the user device 106. If the user later changes
from using the user device 106 to the user device 102,
later instant messages can still be sent from the middle-
ware 154 to the user. Neither the application 152 nor the
middleware 154 has to know what device the user is us-
ing to have an online presence as the instant message
system 120 will take care of routing the instant message
sent from the middleware 102 to the appropriate device.
[0026] In other embodiments, the instant message
provided during the step 206 may be provided to a party
other than the intended recipient of the notification de-
termined during the step 204. For example, if the intend-
ed recipient of the notification does not have an online
presence, or otherwise cannot be reached via an instant
message, an instant message regarding the notification
may be sent to another party.
The other party may be a party identified in the notifica-
tion, a party associated with the user, a party associated
with the application or other source of the notification,
etc. As a more specific example, suppose a security ap-
plication generates an automated voice notification di-
rected to the telephone number of a designated recipi-
ent. The notification may be detected by the middleware
154, which may then determine that the intended recip-
ient does not have an online presence or otherwise is
not able or available to receive an instant message from
the middleware 154. Thus, the middleware 154 may
look for and find another party (e.g., the intended recip-
ient's supervisor or coworker) who does have an online
presence or who is otherwise able or available to receive
an instant message from the middleware 154 regarding
the notification and send such an instant message to
such party.
As previously discussed above, in some embodiments,
the step 202 may not be used or may be conducted as
part of a later step in the method 200. For example, the
step 202 may be encompassed in, be part of, or com-
bined with the step 206. Thus, the step 206 may include
an entity registering or associating with an instant mes-
sage system as part of sending or otherwise providing
an instant message communication.
In some embodiments, the method 200 may include one
or more of the following: determining an intended recip-
ient of the notification; identifying an application or other
source or generator of the notification; parsing, refor-
matting or translating information contained in the noti-
fication (e.g., shortening the information contained in the
notification); extracting information from the notification
(e.g., identify of intended recipient, notification subject
description, date/time notification was generated or
sent); determining an allowable response to a notifica-
tion; providing an indicative or an allowable response to
a notification in an instant message; receiving a com-
munication indicative of an allowable response to a no-
tification; providing data indicative of an allowable re-
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sponse to an application; determining a user associated
with an application or other source or generator of the
notification; intercepting the notification; canceling the
notification; determining if an intended recipient of the
notification is online or otherwise capable or currently
able of receiving an instant message; determining a par-
ty other than an intended recipient of the notification to
send an instant message to regarding the notification;
determining availability or ability of a party other than an
intended recipient of the notification to receive an instant
message to regarding the notification; etc.
Reference is now made to Figure 8, where a flow chart
240 is shown which represents the operation of a sec-
ond embodiment of the present invention. The particular
arrangement of elements in the flow chart 240 is not
meant to imply a fixed order to the steps; embodiments
of the present invention can be practiced in any order
that is practicable. In some embodiments, the method
240 may include one or more of the variations previously
discussed above in regard to the method 200. In some
embodiments, the method 200 is particularly well suited
for implementation by an application (which might be or
include middleware) on behalf of one or more other ap-
plications.
[0027] Processing begins at a step 242 during which
an entity registers with an instant message system (e.
g., the instant message system 120). In some embodi-
ments, the entity may be an application (e.g., application
126) or middleware (e.g., middleware 154) that is oper-
ating on behalf of one or more other applications. In
some embodiments, the entity may register with the in-
stant messaging system when the entity goes online,
becomes able or available to send and/or receive instant
messages, develops or establishes an online presence,
etc. In some embodiments, the instant message system
may detect the online presence or availability the entity,
the ability or availability of the entity to send and/or re-
ceive an instant message, etc. In some embodiments,
registration during the step 202 may occur only when
necessary or desired. In other embodiments, an entity
may maintain a constant or continuous registration with
an instant message system. The step 242 is similar to
the step 202 previously discussed above. In some em-
bodiments, the step 242 may be optional or be com-
bined with or part of another step in the method 240. In
some embodiments of the method 240, the entity that
registers during the step 242 may need to recognize the
installation or operation of the application that generates
the notification determined during the step 244, as pre-
viously discussed above. In addition, in some embodi-
ments of the method 240, the entity that registers during
the step 242 may need to determine if the application
that generates the notification determined during the
step 244 approves of using instant messages to com-
municate with users regarding notifications generated
or sent by the application., also as previously discussed
above.
[0028] During a step 244, a notification generated by

an application is intercepted or otherwise determined.
The step 244 is similar to the step 204 previously dis-
cussed above.
[0029] For example, the middleware 154 may detect
a notification generated by the application 152.
[0030] During a step 246, an intended recipient is de-
termined regarding the notification determined during
the step 244.
In some embodiments, the intended recipient may al-
ready be known to the hardware or software implement-
ing the method 240. Thus, the step 246 may be optional
or completed prior to the step 242 and/or the step 244.
For example, the entity (e.g., middleware 154) complet-
ing the step 242 may be working with or on behalf of
only one application that is operating on behalf of a sin-
gle user. Thus, the intended recipient is known even be-
fore a notification is determined during the step 244. The
entity may communicate with the application to deter-
mine or identify the user in advance of any notification
or access a resource (e.g., database, file) that maintains
a list of users associated with applications.
[0031] In some embodiments, the entity registering
during the step 242 may be acting on behalf of multiple
applications and/or one or more users associated with
one or more of the applications. For example, the mid-
dleware 154 may be operating on behalf of the applica-
tion 152 and two other applications (which may or may
not be located or operating on the computer system
150). Each of the three applications may be operating
on behalf of one or more users. Thus, when the notifi-
cation is determined during the step 244, the intended
recipient of the notification is determined during the step
246.
[0032] Identifying an intended recipient of a notifica-
tion may happen in a variety of ways. For example, if
the application from which the notification is sent is as-
sociated only with a single user, all notifications sent
from the application will be intended for the single user.
In another example, the notification may include infor-
mation identifying the intended recipient (e.g., name,
email address, user identifier) that can be used to de-
termine the intended recipient. As another example, the
entity conducting the step 246 may query the application
that generated the notification if the entity cannot deter-
mine the intended recipient from the notification.
[0033] During a step 248, an instant message is sent
to the intended recipient determined during the step 246
regarding the notification determined during the step
244. The step 248 is similar to the step 206 previously
discussed above.
In some embodiments, more than one instant message
might be sent to the intended recipient regarding a sin-
gle notification. In addition, in some embodiments, the
same or different instant messages regarding the noti-
fication determined during the step 244 might be sent to
other parties as well.
In some embodiments of the method 240, the step 242
may not be used or may be conducted as part of a later
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step in the method 240. For example, the step 242 may
be encompassed in, be part of, or combined with the
step 248. Thus, the step 248 may include an entity reg-
istering or associating with an instant message system
as part of sending or otherwise providing an instant mes-
sage communication.
[0034] In some embodiments, either the method 200
and/or the method 240 may include determining if a user
wishes to receive an instant message communication
indicative of a notification. For example, the middleware
154 may query the user to determine if the user wants
to receive instant messages regarding notifications gen-
erated by one or more applications. Alternatively, the
middleware 154 may query a user information database
or other resource that may contain settings information
regarding whether the user wishes to receive such in-
stant messages.
As another example, during installation or boot-up of an
application that might generate a notification, the appli-
cation may register as an entity with an instant messag-
ing system. The application may check a user's instant
message system and ask the user if the user wishes to
receive instant messages regarding notifications gener-
ated by the application. If the user does so wish, the
application might determine the user's instant message
system and configure or register itself to communicate
with the same instant message system. The application
might be entered on the buddy list of the user, and vice
versa.
In some embodiments of the methods disclosed herein,
an instant message sent to a user regarding a notifica-
tion might allow the user to respond to the notification.
For example, with reference again to Figure 3, the ap-
plication 152 might initiate or generate a notification that
is detected by the middleware 154 that initiates an in-
stant message sent via the instant message system
120. The notification may have requested a viewer of
the message to indicate a decision or selection (e.g., "1"
for "yes", "2" for "no"). The instant message may include
an indicator of the two choices and prompt the user to
respond in a certain way to indicate the user's selection
(e.g., send an instant message back with only the
number "1" in it if the choice is one or only the number
"2" in it if the choice is two). The middleware 154 may
then parse the response instant message and provide
an input, answer, or response to the notification initiated
or generated by the application 152. As a more specific
example, if the application 152 is a financial manage-
ment application, the application might monitor a user's
bank account balance and send an alert notification to
the user if the balance gets to low, is below a threshold
designated by the user, is not sufficient to pay the user's
upcoming bills, etc. The alert notification may appear as
a pop-up window on the device 150 that asks the user
if the user wishes to transfer funds from a different ac-
count into the monitored account and ask the user to
type or select "yes" or "no".
The middleware 154 may detect the notification and the

two choices and indicate such in an instant message
sent via the instant message system 120. In addition,
the instant message may indicate that the user can, if
so desired, respond to the choices provided in the noti-
fication by sending an instant message to the middle-
ware 150 that includes only a "1" if the user's choice is
"yes" or only a "2" if the user's choice is "no". If the mid-
dleware 154 receives such an instant message from the
user that includes one of the designated indications, the
middleware 154 may provide or initiate an appropriate
or corresponding response to the application 152.
[0035] As illustrated by the examples in the paragraph
above, in some embodiments one or more of the meth-
ods disclosed herein may include determining data in-
dicative of an allowable response to an notification; pro-
viding data in an instant message indicative of an allow-
able response to a notification; receiving an instant mes-
sage indicative of an allowable response to a notifica-
tion; and/or providing data indicative of an allowable re-
sponse to an application.
Now referring to Figure 9, a representative block dia-
gram of the device 150 is illustrated. As previously men-
tioned above, in some embodiments the device 150 may
be or include a computer or computer system. The de-
vice 150 may include a processor, microchip, central
processing unit, or computer 350 that is in communica-
tion with or otherwise uses or includes one or more com-
munication ports 352 for communicating with account
holder devices and/or other devices. Communication
ports may include such things as local area network
adapters, wireless communication devices, Bluetooth
technology, etc. The device 150 also may include an in-
ternal clock element 354 to maintain an accurate time
and date for the device 150, create time stamps for com-
munications (e.g., notifications, instant messages) re-
ceived or sent by the device 150, etc.
If desired, the device 150 may include one or more out-
put devices 356 such as a printer, infrared or other trans-
mitter, antenna, audio speaker, display screen or mon-
itor, text to speech converter, etc., as well as one or more
input devices 358 such as a bar code reader or other
optical scanner, infrared or other receiver, antenna,
magnetic stripe reader, image scanner, roller ball, touch
pad, joystick, touch screen, microphone, computer key-
board, computer mouse, etc. In addition to the above,
the device 150 may include a memory or data storage
device 360 to store information, software, databases,
communications, device drivers, the application 152
(not shown in Figure 9) and/or the middleware 154 (not
shown in Figure 9) etc. The memory or data storage de-
vice 360 preferably comprises an appropriate combina-
tion of magnetic, optical and/or semiconductor memory,
and may include, for example, Random Read-Only
Memory (ROM), Random Access Memory (RAM), a
tape drive, flash memory, a floppy disk drive, a ZipTM

disk drive, a compact disc and/or a hard disk. The device
150 also may include separate ROM 362 and RAM 364.
The processor 350 and the data storage device 360 in
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the device 150 each may be, for example: (i) located
entirely within a single computer or other computing de-
vice; or (ii) connected to each other by a remote com-
munication medium, such as a serial port cable, tele-
phone line or radio frequency transceiver. In some em-
bodiments, the device 150 may comprise one or more
computers that are connected to a remote server com-
puter for maintaining databases.
A conventional personal computer or workstation with
sufficient memory and processing capability may be
used as the device 150. In some embodiments, the de-
vice 150 operates as or includes a Web server for an
Internet environment. The device 150 preferably is ca-
pable of high volume transaction processing, perform-
ing a significant number of mathematical calculations in
processing communications and database searches. A
PentiumTM microprocessor such as the Pentium IIITM or
IVTM microprocessor, manufactured by Intel Corpora-
tion may be used for the processor 350. Equivalent proc-
essors are available from Motorola, Inc., AMD, or Sun
Microsystems, Inc. The processor 350 also may com-
prise one or more microprocessors, computers, compu-
ter systems, etc.
Software may be resident and operating or operational
on the device 150. The software may be stored on the
data storage device 360 and may include a control pro-
gram 366 for operating the server, databases, etc. The
control program 366 may control the processor 350. The
processor 350 preferably performs instructions of the
control program 366, and thereby operates in accord-
ance with the present invention, and particularly in ac-
cordance with the methods described in detail herein.
The control program 366 may be stored in a com-
pressed, uncompiled and/or encrypted format. The con-
trol program 366 furthermore includes program ele-
ments that may be necessary, such as an operating sys-
tem, a database management system and device driv-
ers for allowing the processor 350 to interface with pe-
ripheral devices, databases, etc. Appropriate program
elements are known to those skilled in the art, and need
not be described in detail herein.
The device 150 also may include or store information
regarding applications, users, user devices, notifica-
tions, instant message systems, instant messages,
transactions calculations, algorithms, communications,
etc. For example, information regarding one or more us-
ers (e.g., name, address, buddy list name, instant mes-
sage service used, approval to use instant messages
regarding notifications) may be stored in a user informa-
tion database 368 for use by the device 150 or another
device or entity. Information regarding one or more ap-
plications may be stored in an application information
database 370 for use by the device 150 or another de-
vice or entity and information regarding one or more
communications (e.g., notifications received, instant
messages sent and/or received) may be stored in a
communication database 372 for use by the device 150
or another device or entity. In some embodiments, some

or all of one or more of the databases may be stored or
mirrored remotely from the device 150.
According to an embodiment of the present invention,
the instructions of the control program may be read into
a main memory from another computer-readable medi-
um, such as from the ROM 362 to the RAM 364. Exe-
cution of sequences of the instructions in the control pro-
gram causes the processor 350 to perform the process
steps described herein. In alternative embodiments,
hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of, or in com-
bination with, software instructions for implementation
of some or all of the methods of the present invention.
Thus, embodiments of the present invention are not lim-
ited to any specific combination of hardware and soft-
ware.
The processor 350, communication port 352, clock 354,
output device 356, input device 358, data storage device
360, ROM 362, and RAM 364 may communicate or be
connected directly or indirectly in a variety of ways. For
example, the processor 350, communication port 352,
clock 354, output device 356, input device 358, data
storage device 360, ROM 362, and RAM 364 may be
connected via a bus 374.
While specific implementations and hardware configu-
rations for the device 150 has been illustrated, it should
be noted that other implementations and hardware con-
figurations are possible and that no specific implemen-
tation or hardware configuration is needed. Thus, not all
of the components illustrated in Figure 9 may be needed
for the device 150. In addition, in some embodiments,
one or more of the user devices 102, 104, 106, 108 and/
or the servers 110, 112 or instant message system 120
may include or have components similar to the compo-
nents illustrated in Figure 9.
The methods of the present invention may be embodied
as a computer program developed using an object ori-
ented language that allows the modeling of complex
systems with modular objects to create abstractions that
are representative of real world, physical objects and
their interrelationships. However, it would be under-
stood by one of ordinary skill in the art that the invention
as described herein could be implemented in many dif-
ferent ways using a wide range of programming tech-
niques as well as general-purpose hardware systems
or dedicated controllers. In addition, many, if not all, of
the steps for the methods described above are optional
or can be combined or performed in one or more alter-
native orders or sequences without departing from the
scope of the present invention and the claims should not
be construed as being limited to any particular order or
sequence, unless specifically indicated.
Each of the methods described above can be performed
on a single computer, computer system, microproces-
sor, etc. In addition, two or more of the steps in each of
the methods described above could be performed on
two or more different computers, computer systems, mi-
croprocessors, etc., some or all of which may be locally
or remotely configured. The methods can be implement-
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ed in any sort or implementation of computer software,
program, sets of instructions, code, ASIC, or specially
designed chips, logic gates, or other hardware struc-
tured to directly effect or implement such software, pro-
grams, sets of instructions or code. The computer soft-
ware, program, sets of instructions or code can be stor-
able, writeable, or savable on any computer usable or
readable media or other program storage device or me-
dia such as a floppy or other magnetic or optical disk,
magnetic or optical tape, CD-ROM, DVD, punch cards,
paper tape, hard disk drive, ZipTM disk, flash or optical
memory card, microprocessor, solid state memory de-
vice, RAM, EPROM, or ROM.
Although the present invention has been described with
respect to various embodiments thereof, those skilled
in the art will note that various substitutions may be
made to those embodiments described herein without
departing from the spirit and scope of the present inven-
tion.
The words "comprise," "comprises," "comprising," "in-
clude," "including," and "includes" when used in this
specification and in the following claims are intended to
specify the presence of stated features, elements, inte-
gers, components, or steps, but they do not preclude
the presence or addition of one or more other features,
elements, integers, components, steps, or groups there-
of.
[0036] The embodiments of the invention in which an
exclusive property or privilege is claimed are defined as
follows:

Claims

1. A method for providing a notification, comprising:

determining a notification associated with an
application (152); and
providing an instant message indicative of said
notification.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said registering with
an instant message system (12) includes said ap-
plication (152) registering with said instant mes-
sage system (120).

3. The method of claim 1, wherein said determining a
notification associated with an application (152) in-
cludes a least one of the following:

detecting a notification generated by said ap-
plication (152); and
intercepting a notification generated by said ap-
plication (152).

4. The method of claim 1, wherein said providing an
instan message indicative of said notification in-
cludes determining an intended recipient of said no-

tification and sending said instant message to said
recipient.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining a party associated with said appli-
cation (152).

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising:

determining if said party consents to receiving
said notification via an instant message.

7. The method of claim 5, further comprising:

determining if said party is able to receive an
instant message.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining an intended recipient of said noti-
fication.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising:

determining if said intended recipient approves
of receiving an instant message regarding said
notification.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining if said application (152) allows said
sending of said instant message regarding said
notification.

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining data indicative of an allowable re-
sponse to said notification.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

providing data in said instant message indica-
tive of said allowable response.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

receiving an instant message indicative of said
allowable response.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

providing data indicative of said allowable re-
sponse to said application (152).

15. A system (150) for providing a notification compris-
ing:
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a memory (360);
a communication port (352); and
a processor (350) connected to said memory
(360) and said communication port (352), said
processor (350) being operative to:

determine a notification associated with an
application (152); and
provide an instant message indicative of
said notification.

16. A computer program product in a computer reada-
ble medium for providing a notification, comprising:

first instructions for identifying a notification as-
sociated with an application (150); and
second instructions for sending an instant mes-
sage indicative of said notification.
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